TechCraze 2k16
PLAYSHOT-short film making competition
“Sketch your Imagination”

1. Each group may consist of a minimum of 3 members.
2. Films are preferred in a 16:9 ratio (for better resolution) and should NOT exceed 15 minutes including the titles or
any credits.
3. No elements otherwise controversial (any pornographic, sexual content) should be included. Elements defaming any
idea strictly, any disparaging comments are strictly prohibited.
4. Films should solely be anoriginal portrayal.
5. Films can be submitted in any language (English preferred). In case of any vernaculars English subtitles has to be
provided.
6. The films should be submitted within the given deadline. The submitted file would directly be shown if selected but
a back-up is requested to be there with the participants.
7. Only previous uploads to non affiliated websites like Vimeo or Youtube is allowed.
8. Submission can be done online or directly to the committee members. If online please mail it to
techcraze2016@skf.edu. in with a subject title as STC. If directly, please submit through a DVD or CD with the
names of the team members and a minimum contact detail to the mentioned committee members. Failure to do any of
the mentioned is not the committee’s responsibility if not passed through the selection procedure.
9. Any frame omission or deletion is not the committee’s responsibility.
10. All the submissions will undergo a screening procedure before the final selection of the best 10 for the day of the
event.
The deadline for the final submission of the films in any form is the 18th of March, 2016.
N.B.: Any of the above mentioned rules not followed would subject participants to disqualification.

Participants must hold the copyrights and reproduction rights of their film.
Tech Craze team will take not any responsibility regarding any legal claim against any documentary.
Tech Craze team will not be responsible for any kind of copyright violation. Any kind of plagiarism will lead
to strict disqualification of the film.

For further information please contact

Indranil mukherjee-8967314802
Shreyosi Roy- 7098792242
Anjishnu Roy Chowdhury- 9476321363

